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ABSTRACT Widely deployed cellular networks are an attractive solution to provide large scale radio
connectivity to unmanned aerial vehicles. One main prerequisite is that co-existence and optimal perfor-
mance for both aerial and terrestrial users can be provided. Today’s cellular networks are, however, not
designed for aerial coverage, and deployments are primarily optimized to provide good service for terrestrial
users. These considerations, in combinationwith the strict regulatory requirements, lead to extensive research
and standardization efforts to ensure that the current cellular networks can enable reliable operation of
aerial vehicles in various deployment scenarios. In this paper, we investigate the performance of aerial
radio connectivity in a typical rural area network deployment using extensive channel measurements and
system simulations. First, we highlight that downlink and uplink radio interference play a key role, and yield
relatively poor performance for the aerial traffic, when load is high in the network. Second, we analyze
two potential terminal side interference mitigation solutions: interference cancellation and antenna beam
selection. We show that each of these can improve the overall, aerial and terrestrial, system performance
to a certain degree, with up to 30% throughput gain, and an increase in the reliability of the aerial radio
connectivity to over 99%. Further, we introduce and evaluate a novel downlink inter-cell interference
coordination mechanism applied to the aerial command and control traffic. Our proposed coordination
mechanism is shown to provide the required aerial downlink performance at the cost of 10% capacity
degradation in the serving and interfering cells.
INDEX TERMS 3D coverage, aerial vehicles, cellular network, drone, LTE, interference management,
reliable communication, propagation channel, UAV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The market for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), flying in
the Very Low Level (VLL) airspace [1], is rapidly growing
and emerging commercial use cases are being developed day
by day. Besides aerial photography and film-making, UAVs
become very useful for agricultural or pipe-line inspection,
package delivery and disaster-relief applications. In general,
it can be said that UAVs, also commonly referred to as drones,
are used to streamline operations, to reduce risks and to
improve efficiency [2].
Current regulations in most countries limit drone
operations to the cases in which there is Visual Line of
Sight (VLOS) between an UAV and its pilot. However,
it is expected that Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS)
operations will be allowed for extended flight range, provided
there is a reliable Command and Control (C2) link to the
drone. The C2 link is critical to safe operations of the drones.
In the uplink (UL), i.e. from a drone to a Base Station (BS),
the control link is used to update the Unmanned Aircraft
System Traffic Management (UTM) or flight control unit
with the drone location, plus potentially crucial information,
such as telemetry and sensor readings, which the control func-
tion can utilize to make its decisions. In the downlink (DL),
from BS towards the drone, the C2 link allows the control
function to change the drone’s flight path to avoid potential
collisions, or to command a range of sensor/actuator func-
tions on board of the drone. As one example, the DL C2 can
be used to maneuver the UAV, when its originally-designed
route crosses the path of a manned vehicle (e.g. helicopter)
that suddenly needs to land for an emergency.
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Cellular networks are an attractive solution to provide
the C2 connectivity. In particular, current Long-Term Evo-
lution (LTE) based systems present many advantages such
as: an already in place infrastructure that provides almost
full coverage, therefore minimizing the investments; shared
resources with Terrestrial User Equipments (TUEs) to reduce
the operational costs; flexible scheduler and multiple access
to maximize resource usage efficiency. For very remote rural
areas, and UAVs at the limit of VLL airspace, cellular cover-
age can be complemented with satellite. In this paper, we will
concentrate on the parts of the network with full, or close to
full, coverage. The biggest challenge is that cellular networks
are not designed for aerial coverage, since their base stations
typically use down-tilted antennas optimized for TUEs.
Not surprisingly various regulatory committees are striv-
ing for specifying the rules, which UAV operations must
conform to, in order to ensure a robust and well-organized
transition towards the ‘‘Aerial Vehicles era’’. It is critical
that this transition shall occur without impacting the legacy
functionalities and deployments. Among those organizations
addressing UAV use cases, one can find also the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), responsible for stan-
dardizing worldwide cellular technologies, such as Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) (so-called: 3G)
or LTE (4G). In March 2017, a 3GPP study item: ‘‘Enhanced
support for Aerial Vehicles’’ was approved [3], aimed at
preparing LTE networks to support a new type of User
Equipment (UE), likely to emerge in cellular networks in the
imminent future: airborne users flying at heights up to 300 m
above the ground level. These works include the development
of propagation channels and line-of-sight (LOS) probability
models, and the assessment of coverage and capacity pro-
vided by cellular networks to UAV’s connectivity [3].
It is important to note that several previous works have
proposed the usage of UAVs as relay nodes and aerial BSs,
for example [4], [5], in order to improve the overall system
capacity, but this is a fundamentally different problem as the
one we are trying to solve in this paper. Throughout this work,
UAVs are treated as airborne UEs connected to terrestrial
cellular networks.
The radio propagation channel for UAVs flying above
buildings, terrain roughness and other forms of obstruction
is considerably different from those observed by a TUE on
the ground. For instance, the work in [6] shows that the LOS
probability between a TUE and UAV increases monotoni-
cally with the elevation angle between the two devices, and
therefore to UAV heights. Although this study is based on
TUEs being served by a UAV-BS, the same rationale should
apply to the case, where UAVs are users connected to the BS.
Measurements conducted in [3] and [7] for the case of LTE
showed the implications of higher UAV heights due to radio
path clearance: higher number of neighbor cells observed,
increased interference power, and reduced shadowing
variation.
Besides radio clearance, the effect of antenna down-tilt
should also be taken into account. As previously mentioned,
the BS’s antennas in cellular networks are down-tilted in
order to optimize the terrestrial coverage, and this will impact
the quality of the link between BS andUAV. The combination
of the two effects are well described in [8], where the authors
propose a channel model that adjusts a ground level model,
by introducing a compensation function depending on the
angle between UAV and BS. The reference for the model
parameters are field measurements collected at 850 MHz for
a BS with a monopole antenna. In [9], a modified two-ray
model is presented to account for variations in the path loss
exponent and antenna gains according to UE height.
FIGURE 1. Preparation for UAV channel measurement: Our pilot is
mounting the R&S scanner on the DJI Matrice 600 drone.
In [10], a generic height-dependent channel model is pro-
posed for UAV in a rural environment based on field mea-
surements (see Figure 1), for heights up to 120m. Besides
its simplicity, the model also provides a tool to evaluate
the channel for different types of antennas, and captures the
effects caused by side lobes of highly-directive antennas as
commonly deployed in cellular systems. The simulations and
analysis in this paper are performed using this channel model.
In cellular networks, the BS’s inter-site distance (ISD) is
designed according to ground level channel models and the
density of TUEs. The ISD is therefore not optimized for the
different propagation environment perceived by UAVs. As a
result of this, and the radio path clearance, their radio perfor-
mance tends to be negatively impacted due to a significant
increase in interference levels [11]. Using the model in [10],
the studies in [3] and [12] showed that highly loaded scenarios
present a challenge for UAV coverage due to the interference
levels observed, while the work presented in [13] disclosed
that the interference mitigation gain depends significantly on
the scenario’s radio characteristics.
This paper presents an evaluation of specific UAV inter-
ference mitigation techniques by means of simulations, and
its main goal is to evaluate how well existing techniques,
traditionally optimized for TUEs, perform when applied to
UEs mounted on drones. Different techniques are investi-
gated for UL and DL cases, which are split in two groups:
terminal-based and network-based solutions.
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Terminal-based solutions assume UE operations are com-
patible with 3GPP’s specifications, regarding power level and
number of transmit antennas. The 3GPP Release 8 dictates
that a UE can use 2, and up to 4 antenna elements [14].
Implementations with more elements is not practically pre-
cluded, provided the number of ’visible’ elements to the
radio network in any given transmission fulfill the 3GPP
requirements. The size, geometry and degrees of freedom
in the UAV movement, opens up several possibilities for
multiple antenna deployments and interference mitigation
techniques. As one example, the 3GPP study item [3] has
concluded that the usage of beamforming solutions imple-
mented on the UAV side presents the potential to increase the
Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) in both DL
and UL. Usually, UE-side beamforming imposes some addi-
tional challenges for deployments, such as high-complexity
processing and proper handling of handover events. In this
paper, a more simplistic approach is investigated, where UAV
characteristics are explored to produce an array of directional
antenna beams in combination with antenna selection on the
UAV side.
Interference cancellation is another terminal-based solu-
tion investigated in this paper. 3GPP Release 8 UEs can
implement either Interference Cancellation (IC) or Interfer-
ence Rejection Combining (IRC), and the performance of
these techniques in LTE networks have been previously eval-
uated for TUEs [15]. However, the interference observed
by UAVs differ from previous models, as several interfering
sources are expected instead of a few dominant ones [13].
In this paper we extend the evaluation of IC performance
under such a new scenario.
The network-based solutions presented in this paper are
restricted to practical interference mitigation schemes that
do not require significant changes on the network side, i.e.
without modifying the type or number of BS antenna ele-
ments, their tilts, or carrier frequencies (e.g. use of dedicated
carriers). This ensures that that the LTE network remains opti-
mized for TUEs. The first network-based solution considered
in the paper is the optimization of UL Open Loop Power
Control (OLPC) parameters. As UAVs tend to have lower
propagation losses and higher number of interfering BSs
compared to TUE, applying the same UL power constraints
will result in UAVs radiating high interference power to many
neighboring BSs. In this paper, we evaluate a solution where
different power control settings are applied to UAVs and
TUEs. The solution assumes that the network is capable of
identifying the airborne state of UEs, which can be achieved
for legacy networks [3], [16].
Different inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) solu-
tions have been previously studied for LTE, e.g. [17]. The
general concept is that neighbor cells coordinate the data
transmission to reduce the overall interference levels. In gen-
eral, the improvements in SINR are obtained at the expense
of capacity loss, as some BSs are prevented to transmit in
some radio resources. Our paper proposes and evaluates the
potential benefits and capacity costs of implementing a novel
inter-cell coordinationmechanism for the DLC2 traffic of the
UAVs served in the network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II features an overview of the height-dependent chan-
nel model used. Section III describes our system level simula-
tor and its key parameters, while reference simulation results
are presented in Section IV. Assessments on the interference
mitigation techniques are made in Section V and VI, and
finally the conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. HEIGHT-DEPENDENT RURAL PROPAGATION MODEL
In a previous study, we have performed a measurement cam-
paign at two locations in Fyn, Denmark, to characterize the
propagation channel between terrestrial BSs and UAVs in a
rural scenario. The readers are encouraged to refer to [10]
for detailed information on the measurement campaign, and
the derivation of a large-scale path loss model for UAVs.
Here the proposed height-dependent path loss model, which
is applied in our simulations, is briefly presented for the sake
of completeness. It takes the following form:
PLAB(hu, d) = 10αhu log10(d)+ βhu + Xσhu [dB] (1)
where PLAB(hu, d) is the mean path loss taking into account:
(a) the 3-dimensional (3D) distance d between BS and UAV,
and (b) the UAV’s height hu. Both distance and height are in
meters. The term αhu is the path loss slope, βhu is the floating
intercept (in dB), and Xσhu is a normal-distributed random
variable with zero mean and standard deviation σhu , which
represents the large-scale shadow fading.
TABLE 1. Rural height-dependent UAV propagation model.
The channel model parameters extracted from our mea-
surements, according to the best-fit of 1, are presented
in Table 1. It is important to note that they are changing with
height: First, a slope of 3.7 at ground level is observed, which
is close to that of existing rural propagation models, such
as Okumura-Hata [18] or 3GPP non line-of-sight (NLOS)
Rural Macro (RMa) [19] model. When the height of the UAV
increases, the measured slope decreases and approaches the
value of 2, i.e. free-space path loss. Second, the shadow fad-
ing variation, σhu , is also reduced with height: Approximately
7.6 dB is observed at 1.5m, whereas at 120m it is only 3.4 dB.
Both indicate that the propagation path from a ground BS
to an elevated drone is often clear from obstacles, which
increases the received signal strengths seen at/from the drone.
As a result, the number of neighboring cells detected by the
drone is also increased with height, which implies stronger
interference in both UL and DL [3], [12]. The interference
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seen from the drone, or caused by it, will be analyzed in
greater detail in Section IV. We assume that the propaga-
tion channel becomes height-independent after 120 m, since
increasing height at this point does not improve the radio path
clearance further. Therefore, the channel model’s parameters
at 120 m can be applied for higher heights.
III. SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATOR
Our analysis is based on a simulation framework for quanti-
tative investigation of user mobility, with focus on the 3GPP
LTE technology, which is described in [20]–[22]. In this
section we introduce the modeling assumptions, parame-
ters and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) used in our
simulations.
FIGURE 2. Rural network layout, including 179 cells, for simulation
evaluation. Dark solid line demarcates network border.
A. MODELING ASSUMPTIONS
A network of C cells is considered, where each cell c is
described by a set of properties, including its 3D posi-
tion, antenna pattern, bearing, tilting and transmitting power.
Tomake the studymore realistic, an actual 800MHz LTE net-
work, depicted in Figure 2, is imported into our simulation:
The network consists of 179 cells covering a 40 km× 40 km
area in Fyn (Denmark), where the measurements presented
in Section II have been performed. This is to ensure that the
path loss model is applied in the same environment in which
it was measured. The average ISD is 3 km, and the network
is wrapped around to introduce interference at the network
edge.
There are U users dropped uniformly in 2-dimension
within the network. All TUEs are assumed to be at 1.5 m,
while all UAVs are dropped at a given height, specified by the
simulation scenario. The users move along linear trajectories
in random directions through the network at a constant veloc-
ity. User mobility is constrained to be within the network
border to remain in coverage. When a UE reaches the border,
it will bounce back following a random direction. At time
instant t the position of user u is described by the location
function pu(t). We utilize the height-dependent propagation
channel model, introduced in Section II, in the calculation of
received power Rc(p) from the antenna of cell c towards any
location p on the map:
Rc(p) = PDL − PLAB(hu, dc,p)+ Gc(φc,p, θc,p) [dBm]
(2)
where PDL, measured in dBm, is the transmitting power from
cell c, and Gc is the antenna gain (in dB) in the direction
of location p. The dc,p, φc,p and θc,p are the 3D distance,
azimuth and elevation angle between cell c and location p,
respectively. When UE is moving, all these parameters are
time-dependent.
The cell c serving user u at time instant t is defined by the
connection function c = xu(t) ∈ {1, 2, 3...C}. As the user
moves through the network, its serving cell can change via
Handover (HO) procedure according to 3GPP specifications.
The user continuously measures Reference Signal Received
Quality (RSRQ) level from all cells, and once a neighboring
cell becomes better than the serving cell by an offset 1A3
for a period of time TTT, i.e. A3 event, the HO procedure
is triggered. Using the approach in [20], the instantaneous
wideband DL SINR γu,c(t) of user u at time instant t (from












in whichN is the thermal noise power in dBm, and ρi ∈ [0, 1]
is the load in the ith cell at time t , indicating that a cell with
lower load, ρi is close to zero, produces lower interference.
The SINR determines how much DL throughput a user
can get with a given number of assigned Physical Resource
Blocks (PRBs). The UE is said to be in ’outage’, if its DL
SINR gets below a threshold Qout such that communication
is no longer possible. This might happen due to either too
low signal from serving cell or too high total interference
from all neighboring cells. Another threshold, Qin, is defined
as having much higher probability of reception than Qout,
and once the DL SINR is better than Qin the communication
channel is assumed to be back to normal. In our simulation,
Qout andQin are chosen according to [3] as−8 dB and−6 dB,
respectively. The duration in which the user’s SINR goes
below threshold Qout and until it becomes better than Qin is
defined as the time in Qout. If the user is in Qout for longer
than a period of T310, it is considered to experience a Radio
Link Failure (RLF), and therefore a recovery procedure will
be triggered, i.e. the user disconnects from the current cell
and starts searching for a better serving cell.
In LTE, the UL power control is implemented as a com-
bination of Open Loop Power Control (OLPC) and Closed
Loop Power Control (CLPC) [23]. In this study, we focus
only on the usage of OLPC, because it is simple and does not
require feedback information from serving BS. The algorithm
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in which PUL and PmaxUL are respectively the UE’s actual and
maximum allowed transmit power. P0 is a parameter designed
according to the target Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) [23].
Also, α ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of estimated path loss (PLest)
to be compensated, and M represents the number of PRBs
allocated to the UE in the UL. The term 1uP0, called P0
offset, is specific to our approach for mitigating interfer-
ence from UAVs, which is described in more details later
in Section VI-A.
TABLE 2. Key simulation parameters.
B. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND KPIs
The most important parameters for our simulations are sum-
marized in Table 2. The radio mobility parameters follow the
assumptions used in the 3GPP Aerial Vehicle performance
studies [3]. Each cell has 10 users on average, i.e. counting
both TUEs and UAVs. In DL, the TUE traffic pattern is
modeled as File Transfer Protocol (FTP) sessions, where
both packet size and arrival time are Poisson-distributed ran-
dom variables. By keeping the mean packet size constant at
20 Mbit and varying the mean arrival time from 20 to 80 s,
we control the downlink offered load in the network. The
load is measured as the percentage of PRBs being scheduled,
averaged over all cells and simulation steps. The UAV is
assumed to have only C2 data in DL, which is modeled as a
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic of 100 kbps, or equivalently
1250 Bytes every 100 ms. Our DL scheduler prioritizes the
C2 traffic over the FTP traffic, meaning that the C2 will
be scheduled first, and then the remaining resources will be
divided equally among the connected TUEs which have FTP
data to receive. Users are assumed to be in idle-mode, if there
is no DL data to be transmitted. A user switches from idle to
connected-mode, when DL packet arrives at the buffer, if it is
not currently in RLF. Once the data buffer is clear, the user
returns to idle-mode. For the UL data traffic of both TUEs
and UAVs, we assume a full buffer traffic model, in which UL
transmission is off when the DL is in either idle-mode or in
RLF. In other words, the UL traffic load in our simulations
will also be lower, when the DL offered load is reduced and/or
when the outage probability is high due to RLF.
The main KPI’s used in this paper for assessing the impact
of deploying UAVs on the network performance are listed
below. Each of these KPIs is evaluated separately for TUEs
and UAVs.
• DL SINR: Average UE DL connected-mode SINR,
which is the γu,c(t) gathered under the condition that the
UE has data to receive and not in RLF, and averaged over
all UEs and time instants.
• DL Throughput: Average UE DL throughput, collected
under the same condition as the DL SINR.
• Outage Probability: Estimated as percentage of time
instants that a UE is in Qout relative to the total simu-
lation time, averaged over all UEs.
• Average Time in Qout : Duration for time in Qout aver-
aged over all Qout occasions and UEs.
• UL SINR: Average UE UL SINR, which is defined the
same way as the DL SINR above, but for UL resources.
Details on UL SINR calculation used in the simulations
are found in [21].
• UL Throughput: Average UE UL throughput corre-
sponding to the UL SINR.
IV. REFERENCE SIMULATION RESULTS
This section looks at the impact of UAV deployment on
cellular network performance in both DL and UL. The per-
formance numbers presented in this section are the reference
points for discussing the gain of interference mitigation tech-
niques in Sections V and VI.
A. DOWNLINK PERFORMANCE
Figure 3 shows the average SINR, which is collected for
UAVs and TUEs separately, as a function of the offered load.
The Ref refers to the case when all users in the network are
TUEs, and the Hxm is where UAVs account for 1% users
and fly at a constant height of x meters. As the traffic load
increases, TUEs in the Ref case are subjected to only a slight
DL SINR degradation: The average SINR drops from 3 dB to
1 dB as the offered load jumps from 10% to 67%. On the other
hand, it is evident that the UAV SINR is a function of both
network load and the height at which the UAVs are deployed.
At the lowest load point, the UAVs experience better SINR
than TUEs in general, partially due to the gain from bet-
ter serving cell signal strength. However, when the load
increases, their SINR drops quickly: At 120 m the UAV SINR
falls from 7 dB to−5 dB, if network load increases from 10%
to 67%. That is a significant 12 dB reduction, compared to
merely 2 dB for TUEs in the same situation. It indicates that
the UAV DL connection is much more sensitive to network
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FIGURE 3. SINR experienced during data transmission vs. offered load.
Ref indicates the case without any UAV, while Hxm refers to cases where
UAVs accounts for 1% users in the network and fly at constant height
of x m.
load than the TUE. The UAV SINR is also degraded with
increasing height: At 67% load the SINR goes from 0 dB at
15 m to −7 dB at 250 m, corresponding to 7 dB degradation.
This degradation ismore or less constant vs. the offered traffic
load points.
FIGURE 4. Interference experienced during data transmission vs. offered
load. Ref indicates the case without any UAV, while Hxm refers to cases
where UAVs accounts for 1% users in the network and fly at constant
height of x m.
The DL SINR degradation can be explained by observ-
ing the average interference vs offered load introduced
in Figure 4. Increasing the offered load leads to higher inter-
ference as expected, but the degradation is much faster for the
UAVs than the TUEs: Up to 12 dB difference is experienced,
when load changes from 10% to 67% for the UAVs at 120 m,
while the corresponding value for the TUEs is only 3 dB. This
is due to the fact that clearance of the radio propagation path
for UAVs leads to improved signal strength from the serving
cell, but also increased level of interference seen from the
neighboring cells. The DL interference experienced by the
UAVs is also a function of UAV height: It gradually increases
until the UAVs reaches 120 m, and then decreases again. This
is due to two reasons: Firstly, the path loss slope goes down
steadily to 2, i.e. free-space path loss, for UAV heights from
15 m to 120 m, and remains constant with further increase
of UAV height. Therefore, if the UAV is moving upwards
up to 250 m, the path loss starts to increase because the
3D distance increases, while the slope is constant. Secondly,
as the elevation angle increases with the UAV height, the BS
antenna gain is also reduced, which might introduce further
loss in the total link loss. The increase of total link loss
reduces both serving cell’s signal strength and neighboring
cells interference, but nevertheless the combined effect is that
the SINR is still reduced at 250 m compared to 120 m. From
both Figure 3 and 4, we can see that the DL performance
of the TUEs is not impacted by the presence of UAVs, since
the TUE SINR and interference curves in Ref (no UAVs) and
H120m case, i.e. 1% UAV flying at 120 m, are essentially
identical.
FIGURE 5. Outage probability vs. UAV height. Ref indicates the case
without any UAV, while Hxm refers to cases where UAVs accounts for 1%
users in the network and fly at constant height of x m.
Additionally, Figure 5 shows the outage probability as
a function of offered load. Due to higher interference and
thus worse DL SINR, the UAVs tend to suffer from larger
outage than TUEs in general. At 67% load point, the outage
probability for TUEs and UAVs at 120 m is 1.5% and 23%,
respectively. Increasing the UAV height further to 250 m
makes the situation even worse, i.e. the outage is increased to
42% for the same traffic load point. As the DL performance
is essential for providing C2 link for drones, keeping outage
probability low is critical. In the 3GPP discussions the target
reliability was set to 99.9%, which could be understood that
less than 0.1% outage is required. Similar to [3], our sim-
ulation results also indicate that downlink interference is a
key obstacle to achieve the required DL performance, and
therefore interference mitigation techniques are needed to
improve the reliability of the C2 link in this type of deploy-
ment scenario.
To avoid swamping readers with results from all load
points and heights, in the next sections we focus only on two
VOLUME 6, 2018 12309
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traffic load points,medium and high, which correspond to the
30% and 67%downlink load in Figures 3- 5, respectively. The
UAV height is also often fixed at 120 m, unless otherwise
stated.
B. UPLINK PERFORMANCE
This section discusses the impact of UAVs on the UL perfor-
mance of the network.
FIGURE 6. UAV outage probability, average UL SINR and throughput vs.
UAV height. UAVs account for 1% users in the network and fly at a
constant height.
FIGURE 7. Average TUE UL SINR and throughput vs. UAV height. UAVs
account for 1% users in the network and fly at a constant height.
Figure 6 illustrates the DL outage probability, average UL
SINR and throughput for UAVs at different heights. Simi-
larly, the UL performance of TUEs is shown in Figure 7.
A few observations can be made: First, when an UAV flies
at increased heights, it experiences better propagation condi-
tions, and therefore its UL transmissions can potentially cause
higher noise rise in the neighboring cells in a larger area com-
pared to TUEs at the same location. Due to such an increase
in UL interference, generally both UL SINR and throughput
of UAVs and TUEs drop with increasing UAV height. This
impact is less visible in the high load scenario, compared to
the medium load one. At the high load, the UAV DL outage
probability is much higher, i.e. many UAVs are in RLF and
not able to transmit in UL, resulting in their lower impact in
the network. Comparing the cases with UAVs at 15 m with
250 m in the medium load scenario, the UL SINR for TUEs
reduces about 2 dB, while average UL throughput drops
from 2.4 Mbps to 1.8 Mbps, or a 25% degradation. On the
other hand, in the high load case, the UL SINR for TUEs is
degraded by only 0.5 dB, and virtually no change in average
UL throughput is visible. The higher UAV outage probability
for UAV heights above 120 m also causes the TUE UL SINR
in the high load scenario to be better than that of the medium
load. Secondly, both UAV and TUE tend to achieve much
higher UL throughput at medium load, because in this case,
the available bandwidth is shared between a smaller number
of active UEs. For example, an UAV at 120 m in the medium
load scenario has in average three times more PRBs allocated
than in the high load. Lastly, due to the improved propagation
channel, UAVs always enjoy higher average connected-mode
UL SINR and throughput than the TUEs.
In conclusion, the presence of UAVs has a negative impact
on the UL performance of the TUEs. Again, interference
mitigation techniques are likely to be required to reduce such
impact, and in the next sections we will look at several candi-




Assuming that no network upgrades are introduced, we con-
sider first interference mitigation techniques applicable to
the UE side. Techniques based on simple antenna combining
and/or selection are achievable at a relatively low complexity,
even when 3GPP Release 8 UEs are used on the UAVs. Here
we select two potential schemes: antenna beam selection and
interference cancellation.
A. ANTENNA BEAM SELECTION
Antenna selection with 2 or more directional antenna ele-
ments can be equivalent to a very simple beam selection,
when assuming the antenna elements are mounted on the
UAV body at the right spacing and angles/orientations.
As an example, in case the UAV can rotate its fuselage in
the azimuth plane while keeping the flight direction, then
1 or 2 antenna elements are sufficient to generate a ’beam’
towards the serving cell. Or, in case the UAV degrees of
freedom are more restricted, at least 4 antenna elements need
to be mounted to provide four beams in the azimuth plane.
In the elevation plane, the simple antenna selection described
above might not be applicable, unless a larger number of
antenna elements can be accommodated on theUAV fuselage.
Certainly, higher gains can be expected when both azimuth
and elevation antenna beamforming or selection is available.
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Henceforth, our assumption is that antenna beam selection at
the UAVs is applied only in the azimuth plane, and an omni-
directional elevation radiation pattern is used.
We select an antenna beam radiation pattern modeled as a
sinc()2 function, with −3 dB beam-widths of approximately
90 deg, or 50 deg in the azimuth plane. The modeled beam
patterns provide +6.6 dBi gain in the main direction and
−13 dB front-to-sidelobe attenuation, which can be consid-
ered to account for the non-ideal orientation and/or shape
of the beams. A simple setup with a grid of 2, 4 or 6 fixed
beams is used (fixed relative to the UAV fuselage) to emulate
a practical antenna selection mechanism. These options are
depicted in Figure 8, along with the corresponding possible
beam orientations on the UAV. Our choice for antenna beam
model is different from the assumptions used in the 3GPP
UAV studies reported in [3] and, in our opinion, provides
a setup better aligned with all the other network and UAV
deployment assumptions we make in this paper.
FIGURE 8. Modeled antenna beam configurations for the UAV.
The evaluated beam selection algorithm is based on the
standard RSRQ measurements performed at the UAV termi-
nal side, and without any requirement for feedback from the
serving cell. First, for each detected cell, serving and interfer-
ing, the maximumRSRQ is determined across all the possible
antenna beam orientations, i.e. 2, 4 or 6 beams, depending
on the configuration used. This RSRQ, and the correspond-
ing Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) values, are
used as input to the usual 3GPP mobility mechanisms, cell
(re)selection and hand-over. In the second step, the antenna
that maximizes the RSRQ for the serving cell is selected.
We further assume that the same antenna beam orientation
is used for both downlink and uplink transmissions, from and
to the serving cell.
1) DOWNLINK RESULTS
Figure 9 shows the average downlink SINR and throughput
improvements for the UAVs, when the antenna beam selec-
tion is applied (2, 4 or 6 fixed beams). The reference case,
presented in Section IV, is assuming omni-directional UE
antenna for UAVs, and is labeled as ‘‘0’’ number of beams.
In the medium load scenario, we can immediately notice
a significant SINR improvement over the omni-directional
case, already when using a grid of 2 fixed beams. In the
high load case, the UAVs would need to use a grid of at
least 6 fixed beams in order to experience similar SINR
FIGURE 9. Average UAV DL SINR and throughput vs. number of antenna
beams. UAVs account for 1% users in the network and fly at constant
height of 120 m.
improvements. Analyzing the average throughputs, however,
we can conclude that the target of 100 kbps is achievable in
both low and high load conditions, when a grid of at least
4 fixed beams is used.
FIGURE 10. UAV outage probability and average time in Qout vs. number
of antenna beams. UAVs account for 1% users in the network and fly at
constant height of 120 m.
Further, Figure 10 shows the outage probability and aver-
age time in Qout, when antenna/beam selection is applied.
In the reference case, the outage probability is high, 5%
and 22% for medium and high load cases, respectively.
In order to achieve outage probabilities below 1%, similar to
the conclusions from the downlink SINR analysis, the UAVs
need to use a grid of at least 4 or 6 fixed beams, depending on
the traffic load. It is remarkable that, when a grid of 6 beams
is used, the outage can be as low as 0.1% even in the high
traffic load case.
The average time in Qout results show similar trends as the
outage probability versus the number of beams used. Here
the important conclusion is that only a minimum of 0.5 s and
1.2 s time in Qout is achievable, even when a grid of 6 beams
is used, improving significantly the interruption times that
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should be taken into consideration in the design of the UAV
communication link.
In order to disclose the impact of changing the number of
UAVs, we have also analysed the cases when UAVs account
for 10% users in the network. For brevity, these results are
not shown here. The first conclusion is that the downlink
performance of the UAVs depends on the number, and traffic
demand, of the TUEs. This leads to results indicating perfor-
mance improvement, especially in terms of outage and time
in Qout, when there are more UAVs and less TUEs in the
network. The second conclusion is that the advantage from
using antenna beams on the UAVs remains significant, and
at 10% UAV penetration an outage probability below 0.01%
can be achieved with a grid of 6 fixed beams.
Finally, it is confirmed that the downlink performance of
the TUEs is not affected by the use of antenna beams at the
UAVs, regardless of the UAV penetration. This is natural, due
to the lowUAVCBR traffic demand (100 kbps per UAV) rela-
tive to the high available cell capacity, and because the down-
link transmissions to the UAVs generate the same amount
of average inter-cell interference, with or without antenna
beams at the UAVs. The TUEs can achieve average downlink
throughputs of 6 Mbps and 2.5 Mbps in medium and high
traffic load conditions, respectively. The average downlink
performance of the TUEs is practically determined by the
number of TUEs and their traffic demand.
FIGURE 11. Average UAV UL SINR and throughput vs. number of antenna
beams. UAVs account for 1% users in the network and fly at constant
height of 120 m.
2) UPLINK RESULTS
Next we analyse the UL performance. Figure 11 shows
the average UL SINR and throughput improvements for
the UAVs, when the antenna beam selection is applied
(2, 4 or 6 fixed beams). As a consequence of the favor-
able propagation conditions at 120 m height, the UAVs
experience very good average UL SINR already without
the use of antenna/beams. Nevertheless, the results show a
non-negligible improvement in both average UL SINR and
throughput, when a grid of 4 or 6 fixed beams is used,
although more so in the medium load case.
FIGURE 12. Average TUE UL SINR and throughput vs. number of antenna
beams. UAVs account for 1% users in the network and fly at constant
height of 120 m.
The impact of UAV antenna beam selection is visible on
both the UL SINR and throughput for the TUEs in Figure 12.
The use of a grid of 6 beams on the UAVs, results in up to
30% average throughput gain for the TUEs. This gain can be
explained by the lower average inter-cell interference gener-
ated by the UAV UL transmissions due to their directional
antenna beams.
The impact of the UAV penetration on the uplink per-
formance KPIs for UAVs and for TUEs has been also
investigated. For brevity, these results are not shown here.
As expected, the increased number of UAVs leads to signifi-
cantly lower UL performance for all UEs in the network: up to
36% and 45% degradation for UAVs and TUEs, respectively.
The use of a grid of 6 beams on the UAVs remains beneficial,
and can partially mitigate the increased interference, due to
higher number of UAVs.
B. INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
More recent LTE releases presented features to improve
interference cancellation when compared to the baseline
of a Release 8 UE. Release 11 was the first to intro-
duce IRC, by adopting a Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) receiver, which suppresses interference by lin-
early combining the received signals at UE antennas [24].
In Release 12, non-linear processing is introduced with the
Network-Assisted Interference Cancellation and Suppression
(NAICS), which involves reconstructing the interfering signal
and subtracting it before decoding the desired signal [24].
Even more advanced receivers are implemented in 3GPP
Release 13 UE and beyond.
In this subsection, we quantify the potential of IC technique
by assuming the perfect removal of 1 to 3 interferers. We note
here that a 3GPPRelease 13 UEwith a minimum of 4 antenna
elements would at best be able to cancel out 3 interfering
signals; or alternatively, reject two strong interferers and
receive data through the two remaining beams.
The ideal IC is modeled by canceling cells in order of the
RSRP levels of the interfering cells, i.e. starting with the cell
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with the strongest RSRP. A cell is included in the interference
cancellation irrespective of its actual load. For the DL SINR
this means that (3) is modified such that ρi(t) equals zero for
the ith cell, whose signal is canceled out or ideally rejected by
the UE receiver.
FIGURE 13. UAV outage probability and average time in Qout vs. number
of interfering cells whose signal was canceled. UAVs account for 1% users
in the network and fly at constant height of 120 m.
FIGURE 14. Average UAV DL SINR and throughput vs. number of
interfering cells whose signal was canceled. UAVs account for 1% users in
the network and fly at constant height of 120 m.
In Figure 13, we show the gain in terms of outage prob-
ability and average time in Qout versus the number of cells
canceled out for both the medium and high load cases. The
outage decreases most for the high load case, as in the high
load case removing the first x interfering cells reduces inter-
ference power more than in the case of low load. Also the
time in Qout decreases, but both the improvement in outage
probability and average time inQout are in general lower than
the improvements we have seen for the grid of fixed beams in
the Section V-A. A reason for this is that part of the outage is
caused by pure coverage issues, which cannot be improved by
removing sources of interference. But it can be improved by
a grid of fixed beams, which besides limiting the interference
also provides a gain in the serving cell direction. This effect
may also be observed in Fig. 14, where the high load case
shows low SINR, and therefore, a high outage in throughput
sense, even for 3 canceled interfering cells.
VI. NETWORK BASED INTERFERENCE
MITIGATION SOLUTIONS
A. POWER CONTROL
In LTE networks, the power control parameters P0 and α,
as in (4), are optimized in order to minimize the user’s bat-
tery consumption and system’s overall intra-cell interference,
while maintaining good UL performance. In interference-
limited networks, decreases in α, for example, will minimize
the transmitted power of users close to cell edge. However,
under-compensation of these parameters may cost signifi-
cantly in terms of system throughput and UL outage. Usually,
P0 and α are defined based on statistical information at BSs
by network engineers.
Considering the significant differences in the propagation
observed by TUEs and UAVs, we analyze the solution where
the BSs use different settings for the different UE classes [3].
The term 1uP0 in (4) was introduced to introduce an offset in
P0 for the different UE classes. In our study, it is zero for all
TUEs, and a value between 0 and 12 dB for UAVs.
FIGURE 15. Average UAV UL SINR and throughput vs. UAV P0 offset. UAVs
account for 1% users in the network and fly at constant height of 120 m.
Figure 15 illustrates the average UAV UL SINR and
throughput, when 1uP0 increases from 0 to 12 dB for UAVs.
As expected, when UAVs reduce their transmitted power,
their SINR and throughput are also degraded. In the medium
load scenario, the UAV throughput drops from 8.6 Mbps to
3.1 Mbps, or 64% reduction. This is the price to pay for using
power control to reduce UAV’s interference in the UL.
In Figure 16 the average TUE UL SINR and throughput
are shown as function of UAV’s P0 offset. When UAVs lower
their transmitted power, interference is reduced, and there-
fore TUE’s SINR and throughput are improved: Throughput
increases from 1.8 Mbps to 2.8 Mbps, or 56%, when P0 goes
from 0 to 12 dB in the medium load scenario, even though
UAVs represent just 1% of the users. In the high load case,
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FIGURE 16. Average TUE UL SINR and throughput vs. UAV P0 offset. UAVs
account for 1% users in the network and fly at constant height of 120 m.
due to a large number of UAVs are in outage, the effect of
power control becomes much less significant. This approach
has the advantage of not causing impact for TUEs output
power distribution.
B. INTER-CELL INTERFERENCE COORDINATION
Several standardized inter-cell interference coordination
solutions exist. The simplest downlink ICIC scheme was
introduced in 3GPP Release 8, and is purely based on inter-
cell signaling and does not require any UE-side functionality.
The general idea is to coordinate the usage of radio resources
between cells to optimize the cell edge SINRs. The enhanced
and further enhanced ICIC (eICIC and feICIC) solutions have
been developed in 3GPP Releases 10 and 11 for heteroge-
neous network deployments, targeting interferencemitigation
between macro base stations and small cells [17]. The main
component is to suppress or blank sub-frames of the inter-
fering BS. This allows the serving BS to schedule transmis-
sions during these quiet sub-frames. When the Almost Blank
Subframes (ABS) scheme is utilized, control channels can
still be transmitted to ensure backwards compatibility. In LTE
Release 11, the terminals are able to apply interference sup-
pression as well, for better reception on the control signaling,
allowing for ‘‘full blanking’’ of the downlink sub-frames.
The (f)eICIC solutions are applicable also between macro
BSs, thus, in principle, can be considered as candidate solu-
tions in our UAV investigations as well. The C2 link can
be sent to an UAV according to the different generalized
allocation schemes shown in Figure 17:
a) Dynamic scheduling (reference): scheduling the avail-
able data every Transmission Time Interval (TTI)
according to proportional fair scheduling. This maxi-
mizes the scheduling gains, but is the most challenging
scheme for the control signaling between cells, as very
frequent coordination may be required, thus increasing
the control plane load on X2.
b) Fixed PRB scheduling: scheduling every TTI, but on
preallocated PRBs. This enables slow coordination
FIGURE 17. Different allocation schemes for the UAV C2 data:
(a) dynamic scheduling, (b) fixed PRB scheduling, and (c) packing the
data in a few TTIs.
between the cells, as the resources to be muted or trans-
mitted at lower power in the interfering cells do not
change frequently, but it comes at the cost of a lower
frequency diversity gain.
c) Packing the data in few TTIs: in this scheme UAVs
are only allowed to transmit every x th TTI. The data
for all served UAVs is packed in these TTIs, so that
all neighboring cells easily can mute their resources
in these TTIs. Coordination is rather simple, as the
resources are well-known and semi-static. Benefit over
the second scheme is that this scheme also provides
interference coordination for the Physical Downlink
Control Channel (PDCCH).
FIGURE 18. UAV outage probability, and average time in Qout vs. number
of IC cells muted. UAVs account for 1% users in the network and fly at
constant height of 120 m.
We model the effect of blank sub-frames by assuming that
the downlink transmission from the corresponding cells is
muted in the corresponding TTIs and PRBs. For complete-
ness we include here the cases where 1 up to 20 interfering
cells are muted. We evaluate the impact of transmission mut-
ing in a similar way, as we did for the interference cancella-
tion in Section V-B: (3) is modified so that ρi(t) equals zero
for the ith cell, whose signal is muted. In Figure 18, we show
the gain in terms of outage probability and average time in
Qout versus the number of cells muted for both the medium
and high traffic load cases. The results for up to 3 cells muted
are the same as presented in Section V-B. The notable result
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TABLE 3. Considered scheduling configurations for downlink UAV
C2 traffic.
is the extreme case when the strongest 20 interfering cells
are muted and the resulting outage drops below 0.01%. This
indicates that the scenario becomes practically noise limited
from the UE perspective, even in the high load scenario.
In the following, we compare the scheduling configura-
tions shown in Table 3. In the first column, the number of
UAVs in the serving cell are listed, the second column shows
how often in time domain the UAVs are scheduled, the third
and fourth column list the required number of PRBs and
required SINR for the most conservative Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) possible to deliver C2 link data to an
UAV. Note that we only consider UAVs in the serving cell,
and assume for now that there are no UAVs in the cells around
the serving cell. All UAVs are always scheduled in the same
TTI, to minimize potential coordination signaling between
cells. The required DL SINR is the maximum between the
minimum required SINR for the PDCCH (−6 dB at 2% error
rate [25]) and the required SINR for reaching 10% Block
Error Rate (BLER) at the first transmission. We consider
that every UAV sends 1250 B every 100 ms and one full
retransmission is considered to reach high reliability.
It can be seen from the Table 3 that when we pack the
UAV’s transmission in fewer TTIs, or when we pack more
UAVs in a TTI, the required SINR increases as the MCS
increases, due to the data to be sent in less PRBs. Now the
question is, how we can achieve the required SINR for the
different cases, and how many cells we need to mute. This
can be deducted from the curves shown in Figure 19, where
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the DL SINR
in high load is shown for a different number of interfering
cells muted. We can see that if the required SINR is −6 dB,
then we need to remove 3 cells in the case of high traffic load,
to obtain an outage below 10%.
By comparing the CDFs from Figure 19 and the required
SINR from Table 3 we can find the number of cells to be
muted for the different cases. The result of this comparison is
summarized in Table 4, where also the medium load case is
represented.
It can be seen that at medium load, as long as we do not
pack the UAVs data in very few TTIs, no coordination is
needed, while at high load, medium to extensive coordination
is needed. Note that scheduling every TTI becomes PDCCH
limited at high load, which means we need to mute full
FIGURE 19. UAV DL SINR distribution in high load scenario. UAVs account
for 1% users in the network and fly at constant height of 120 m.
TABLE 4. Number of cells to be muted in case of low load and high load
for the considered scenarios.
TTIs. Therefore, scheduling every 10th TTI becomes themost
attractive option, as it does not require coordination between
more than 10 cells. The last two columns of Table 4 show
the loss in available capacity for TUEs as percentage of full
cell capacity. It can be seen that the coordination is costly,
especially in the high load case. With one UAV in the cell and
scheduling it every 10th TTI, it corresponds to losing 90% of
a full cell capacity (shared over 9 cells). With one UAV, it is
more attractive to schedule it every 50th TTI, leading to a loss
of 40% but spread over 20 cells. When having more UAVs,
the scheduling needs to be more often and the capacity loss
increases. Note that having 2 UAVs, which requires muting
over 9 cells, corresponds to 2 drones per 10 cells, twice as
much as the low drone density in the simulations shown in
the previous sections.
Even though coordination may only be required between
10 cells, it may require coordination over a large area, as is
shown in Figure 20, where the CDF of the distance to the x th
interfering cell can be seen. It can be seen that the strongest
interferer may be as far away as 15 km, while capturing the
first 10 cells with 90% likelihood requires covering an area
of 20 km around the serving cell. However, the coordination
for the C2 link can be rather slow, as the traffic can be
assumed to be rather constant and therefore the TTI’s to be
coordinated do not change often. If there are also UAVs in
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FIGURE 20. CDF of the distance to the strongest interferers for the rural
area in Denmark.
the neighboring cells, they can be coordinated by fixing the
PRB per UAV, i.e. allocating frequency slices to each of them
in a rather static fashion.
VII. CONCLUSION
Widely deployed cellular networks are an attractive solu-
tion to provide large scale radio connectivity to aerial vehi-
cles. One main prerequisite is that co-existence and optimal
performance for both aerial and terrestrial users should be
provided even though deployments are primarily optimized
to provide good service for terrestrial users. In this paper,
we investigate the performance of aerial radio connectivity
in a typical rural area network deployments, using extensive
channel measurements and system simulations. We highlight
that downlink and uplink radio interference play a key role
and yield relatively poor performance for the aerial traffic
when load is high in the network. As a consequence, we ana-
lyze two groups of interference mitigation schemes under the
constraint of minimal network upgrades required: terminal
based and network based solutions.
In terms of terminal based interference mitigation solu-
tions, we show that interference canceling and antenna beam
selection can both improve the overall, aerial and terrestrial,
system performance to a certain degree, with up to 30%
throughput gain and an increase in the reliability of the aerial
radio connectivity to above 99%. As network based solutions,
we have analyzed the open loop uplink power control and a
novel downlink inter-cell interference coordination. By set-
ting a 3 dB to 6 dB lower P0 value for aerial users compared to
the terrestrial users, the uplink power control mechanism can
improve the average uplink throughput performance of ter-
restrial users. This improvement comes, however, at the cost
of a degraded uplink throughput for aerial aerial users, and
indicates that the power control alone might not be sufficient
to adequately mitigate uplink interference.
Our proposed downlink inter-cell interference coordina-
tion mechanism is applied to the aerial users’ command
and control traffic. We show that inter-cell coordination is
required in high load scenario, and up to 8 cells need to be
muted to support 1% aerial user penetration. The cost of this
solution is 10% terrestrial capacity degradation in each of the
muted cells.
The results summarized above indicate that some prac-
tical, and relatively low complexity, interference mitigation
schemes have good potential, when utilized in currently
deployed rural LTE networks. Our findings also highlight
that there are clear limitations of these interference mitigation
techniques, especially when the overall network performance
needs to be maintained for higher penetration of connected
aerial vehicles. It is therefore also clear that further research
and standardization activities are needed.
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